TULIP
Control consumption the smart way
Imagine an instant understanding of the consumption of all your hygiene products. An instant understanding accessed by wireless technology, whenever and wherever you want it. Any type of dispenser. Any time of the day.

Imagine no more... With TULIP, you can control consumption the smart way.

**Constant consumption control**

TULIP monitors consumption constantly. The moment it occurs. Reporting the real time status of each dispenser in your network, it enables the timely and targeted refilling each dispenser, the management of supplies in your warehouse and the automatic re-ordering of stock from your star suppliers.

**Remote control**

isn't just about TV

Easily installed for instant intelligence

Our TULIP application software is easily installed on any Windows platform and also supports software to keep you in control on the move, enabling instant access to information on your smartphone, iPhone and iPad. It’s easy to monitor daily, weekly or monthly consumption of hygiene products at each and every dispenser, making the most of each location and making clear the demands on it.

Simply synchronise your TULIP device, about the size of a business card, via USB to your PC, just at the moment you install the dispenser. You’ll immediately be able to manage more than 65,000 dispensers with unlimited area coverage.

TULIP ensures everybody wins

Whether you’re responsible for facilities management or planning and purchasing, everybody wins with TULIP. Our innovative process saves time and money. It ensures you only re-order what you need, when you need it. It allows you to achieve the highest hygiene standards, while making sure stock levels are kept to a minimum. And, best of all, while that means no excess stock sitting around, it ensures satisfaction each time the bathroom door opens.

TULIP gives you the edge. By monitoring consumption to the sheet, spray or dose, it tells you which bathrooms are in demand the most. This allows you to use cleaning staff strategically, focusing on bathrooms that are used most frequently.

With TULIP you can control every type of dispenser using wireless networking technology:

- **FOLDED TOWELS:** Counts the number of sheets pulled.
- **AUTOCUT ROLL TOWELS:** Counts the number of sheets pulled. You decide the length from 23cm to 32cm.
- **TOILET TISSUE:** Counts the number of sheets pulled.
- **AIR FRESHENER:** Counts the number of sprays dispensed.
- **HAND SOAP:** Counts the number of doses dispensed.

TULIP...  
- Monitors the real time use of paper rolls and folded sheets, as well air freshener and liquid soap.
- Reports to video alarms set by you to ensure the rapid refill of all types of dispenser.
- Sends SMS or email alerts to the facilities manager.
- Controls stock status in your warehouse.
- Re-orders automatically from your preferred supplier.
- Manages up to 65,000 dispensers simultaneously.